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What is text modelling?
A model is a formalised description of a real world object or concept. 

Meant to study the object, test a theory.



Why is text modelling important?
The way you model the data determines how it can be queried and what kind of 
information can be extracted from it.

No model means no structure, no information.

Limited model means information is lost.



Models for text
Plain text

Hierarchical - OHCO



Plain text
Text as a sequence of characters



Plain text
Pros

Simplicity

Allow one to query on words, parts of words, sequence of words

Cons

No structural information

Text is ambiguous, no contextual information

Without context meaning is lost



OHCO model
Text as hierarchical model

Ordered Hierarchy of Content Objects

Allows to add descriptive markup to text

Used in SGML, XML markup languages

Allows for hierarchical queries



OHCO model - Hierarchy



Structure

Source: Woolf, V. "Time Passes". Typescript p.5, in "Woolf Online"



Structure

(simplified) TEI-XML transcription of typescript p.5





Encoding structure



Modeling a sonnet in OHCO - Shakespeare 



But is that what text really is?





Gerrit Achterberg, 'Altijd maar door', in: Gedichten - Deel 1', 
Peter de Bruijn (ed.), Constantijn Huygens Instituut 2000, p. 12



Blue Book Copy of Leaves of Grass, Walt 
Whitman, 1860-1861 (source: Whitman 
Archive)



Fair copy manuscript of "Live Oak, with Moss", Walt 
Whitman (source: Whitman Archive)



Limitations of the OHCO model
Single hierarchy

Single perspective

Structure versus layout

Known as the overlapping markup problem

Single text order

Textual variation cannot be recorded natively

Additions, deletions, corrections, notes



Additions, corrections

Source: Woolf, V. "Time Passes". Initial Holograph 
Draft Manuscript p.161, in: "Woolf Online"



Additions, corrections



Additions, corrections







Overlapping markup: encoding phrases and lines



Artifactual hierarchy - tagging names



Introducing the Hypergraph model for text
Alternative to OHCO and XML

Works with a graph model rather than a tree
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Hypergraph - Sonnet - Shakespeare



Hypergraph - Tagging names



Hypergraph - Textual Variation











Ongoing research: multiple perspectives
Textual scholarship

Historical - names, persons, places, organisations, citations

Linguistic annotations



Conclusions
Text as graph

Multilayered model

Multiple orders through the text (partially ordered)

Textual content is editable

Queries over multiple layers
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Bonus slides




